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Problem formula?on

How it was measured?

Problem: Students have to learn numerous new concepts in
biochemistry and cell biology. The amount of factual
informaCon they are required to learn can be overwhelming.
Poor performance was oEen observed during previous years
speciﬁcally on the biochemistry secCon of the course, which is
what I teach.
My hypothesis: My hypothesis is that students will feel
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Results

a

more engaged with the material using memory games,
which involve low stakes compeCCon. High steaks tesCng
could induce a lot of stress but tesCng with low stakes
would be beneﬁcial for storing informaCon in long-term
memory, which is of value for their ﬁnal exam.
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Background

Fig. 1. Correla?on between Memrise scores/
?me and e-tests or take-home exams.
- Student accumulated scores (z-axis)
- Student grades in take-home exam (y-axis)
- Total Memrise scores (x-axis – panel a) or
minutes spent on Memrise (x-axis panel b)

Average grades take home exam

Ques?ons:
1. Can students become more engaged with
the material if they develop test quesCons?
2. Does space-repeCCon have an impact on
problem-solving skills?
3. Does space-repeCCon have an impact on
student grades?
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Fig. 2. Without MEMRISE students did
worse in their take-home exams.
Two major groups of students were
observed: (-)Students which did no
MEMRISE or did MEMRISE only in
class (<10000 points) and (+)Students
which conCnued using MEMRISE
outside of classroom. In panel a), the
Memrise score is correlated to the
average grades in the home-take
exam, and in panel b) with the type of
grades students got.

Other observa?ons:
- Students thought Memrise was not helpful for learning
complex concepts in biochemistry.
- However, students used the soEware for other courses
(Zoology) where simpler deﬁniCons were provided.
The recipe of MEMRISE: Science, Fun and Community

Conclusions
- (+)Students had higher grades than (-)Students.
- (+)Students were 2x more likely to get the high grade.
- (-)Students were 1.5x more likely to get the low grade.

h"p://www.memrise.com/

*Although correla7on does not mean causa7on, we no7ced a correla7on between student grades
and Memrise scores. This could be because a) Memrise helped students achieve be"er grades, or b)
good students are more disposed to use Memrise.

